[CT-guided biopsy of thoracic mass lesions followed by fast stain technique].
We performed CT-guided needle biopsy of 92 thoracic mass lesions using a Rotex-II screw needle. Fast stain technique was performed for an immediate evaluation of the specimen in the last 39 procedures. The overall accuracy of malignancy was 93.2%, and the correct histological typing was obtained in 82.8% of malignancy proven at surgery or autopsy. The method enabled histopathological diagnosis of thoracic lesions, which could not obtained by other diagnostic modalities including fiberoptic bronchoscopy or fluoroscopy-guided biopsy. The true positive rate increased up 10.2% to 91.3% by introducing fast stain technique. A close cooperation between radiologists and cytopathologists was essential for performing this CT-guided biopsy procedure followed by fast stain technique.